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TOP STORIES
ASSAD STILL POSSESSES CHEMICAL WEAPONS: JAMES MATTIS.
Syria still possesses chemical weapons, the Pentagon chief has said, in a
fresh U.S. warning against the banned munitions being used again. Speaking
in Tel Aviv on Friday during a visit to Israel, James Mattis said that in recent
days the Syrian air force has dispersed its combat aircraft. Read more
HOW THE PARIS POLICE SHOOTING COULD SHAPE THE FRENCH
ELECTION. As France's presidential candidates gathered for the final debate
in an already tumultuous election campaign, the sound of gunfire rang out on
the streets of Paris once again. Thursday's terror attack on the ChampsElysées, in which a policeman was killed and others wounded, occurred just
days before the country goes to the polls. Read more
ARKANSAS EXECUTES LEDELL LEE, STATE’S FIRST INMATE PUT TO
DEATH SINCE 2005. The state of Arkansas executed death row inmate
Ledell Lee late Thursday, its first execution in more than a decade and the first
of four inmates scheduled to die before the end of the month when a crucial

lethal injection drug is set to expire. The U.S. Supreme Court declined to hear
five last-minute appeals by Lee's attorneys to stay his execution, which began
at 11:44 p.m. CT (12:44 a.m. ET). Lee was pronounced dead at 11:56 p.m.
Read more
AYA HIJAZI RETURNS TO U.S. FROM EGYPTIAN PRISON. Aya Hijazi, 30,
was flown back to the U.S. on Thursday night with her family on a government
jet. Ms. Hijazi, whose charity cared for street children, faced child abuse
charges branded false by rights groups. Her release was reportedly agreed
before Mr. Trump met Egyptian President Abdul Fattah al-Sisi this month.
Read more
POLICE MAKE NEW ARREST IN DORTMUND TEAM BUS ATTACK.
German police have detained a man in connection with last week's attack on
football club Borussia Dortmund's team bus, according to federal prosecutors.
Anti-terror police "have arrested a 28-year-old German-Russian national,
Sergej W.", a police statement said on Friday, indicating that the suspect was
hoping to profit from a drop in the football club's share price as a result of the
attack. Read more
'I'M GLAD THIS IS OVER': TENN. TEACHER ACCUSED OF ABDUCTING
GIRL NABBED IN CALIF. After five weeks on the run, a Tennessee teacher
who kidnapped and fled with his 15-year-old student was arrested Thursday
deep in the mountains of northern California, authorities said. "I'm glad this is
over," 50-year-old Tad Cummins said after his arrest, according to Siskiyou
County sheriff's Sgt. Mike Gilley. Read more
U.S. SPY PLANES WATCHING FOR POSSIBLE NORTH KOREA NUKE
TEST. The U.S. continues to take active measures to prepare for the
possibility of a nuclear test by North Korea, U.S. officials told NBC News,
including the deployment of a special nuclear "sniffer" aircraft, drones and U-2
spy planes. The U.S. Air Force's special sniffer plane is capable of detecting
evidence of a nuclear explosion. Read more
ADMINISTRATION
WHITE HOUSE DEMANDS DISRUPT SHUTDOWN NEGOTIATIONS.
Congressional leaders' efforts to hatch a massive spending deal have been

thrown off course by the Trump administration's 11th-hour intervention,
leaving the bipartisan bill teetering on the brink of collapse just a week before
a government shutdown deadline. The hard line taken by White House
officials, particularly Office of Management and Budget Director Mick
Mulvaney, has strained an emerging deal between House and Senate leaders
that would skirt hot-button issues that could shut down the government. Read
more
TRUMP ROARS AGAIN ON TRADE, REVIEWING STEEL AND CHIDING
CANADA. President Trump added a new name Thursday to the list of
countries he accuses of preying on American workers and exploiting naïve
American trade policies: Canada. “What they’ve done to our dairy farm
workers is a disgrace,” Mr. Trump said as he ordered a sweeping investigation
into whether steel imports are harming America’s national security. Read
more
TRUMP: IRAN ‘NOT LIVING UP TO THE SPIRIT’ OF NUCLEAR DEAL.
President Donald Trump slammed Iran Thursday, accusing the country of “not
living up to the spirit” of the nuclear deal that his administration said this week
Tehran was following. “As far as Iran is concerned, I think they are doing a
tremendous disservice to the agreement that was signed,” Trump said. Read
more
CONGRESS
McCAIN PRAISES FBI DIRECTOR COMEY: ‘HIS INTEGRITY HAS NEVER
WAVERED’. Arizona Sen. John McCain tipped his hat to FBI Director James
Comey in a glowing tribute for Time’s 100 Most Influential People list, labeling
the bureau director as principled, independent and honorable. “Integrity is a
word that doesn’t get used a lot in Washington anymore,” McCain wrote for the
feature, which was published Thursday. Read more
HAWAII SENATORS FIRE BACK AT SESSIONS' 'ISLAND IN THE PACIFIC'
COMMENT. Senators from Hawaii shot back at Attorney General Jeff
Sessions on Thursday after he said he was “amazed” a judge “on an island in
the Pacific” could halt the president’s travel order. “Hey Jeff Sessions, this
#IslandinthePacific has been the 50th state for going on 58 years,” Sen. Mazie
Hirono (D-Hawaii) tweeted. Read more

SCHIFF COULD USE RUSSIA PROBE AS SENATE SPRINGBOARD. The
congressman from Hollywood has landed his breakout role — investigating
President Donald Trump’s ties to Russia — and it might be Adam Schiff’s path
to the Senate. As the top Democrat on the House Intelligence Committee, the
California congressman has become a daily, sometimes hourly, fixture on
cable news. Read more
POLITICS
PELOSI: DEMS COULD WIN BACK HOUSE IN 2018. House Minority
Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) says she thinks Democrats can win back
House control in 2018. Asked Thursday by Texas Tribune CEO Evan Smith if
there are enough winnable districts for Democrats, Pelosi replied, “Yes,
indeed.” She said there are more than 40 seats held by the GOP that are
considered more favorable to Democrats than the suburban Atlanta district
where Democrat Jon Ossoff came within 3 points of winning an all-party
primary on Tuesday. Read more
CHAFFETZ CONSIDERING EARLY DEPARTURE FROM CONGRESS.
House Oversight Committee Chairman Jason Chaffetz (R-Utah), who stunned
Washington with an announcement that he is not running for reelection, might
not even finish his remaining term. Chaffetz told KSL News Radio’s Doug
Wright that he may not finish out his full term through 2018. Read more
HOW TO READ THIS YEAR’S SPECIAL ELECTIONS. Special elections are,
well, special. Unlike Senate vacancies, which can be filled by appointment,
empty House seats require elections under terms and conditions set by state
governments. These contests can provide a barometer of public opinion
between regular House elections, and sometimes they have major political
reverberations. Read more
DEFENSE AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS
LAWMAKERS SAY TRUMP NEEDS CONGRESS' OK TO WAGE WAR ON
ISIS. When Congress returns from recess, U.S. President Donald Trump will
face a push from some lawmakers who say he should ask for their
authorization to wage an extended war in Syria and Iraq. A top House

Republican, Oklahoma Rep. Tom Cole, said the authorization passed after
9/11 has been stretched beyond its original intent. Read more
U.S. OFFICIAL: WITH EYE ON NORTH KOREA, CHINA PUTS BOMBERS
ON 'HIGH ALERT'. Chinese air force land-attack, cruise-missile-capable
bombers were put "on high alert" on Wednesday as the U.S. sees evidence
that the Chinese military is preparing to respond to a potential situation in
North Korea, a U.S. defense official tells CNN. The official said the U.S. has
also seen an extraordinary number of Chinese military aircraft being brought
up to full readiness through intensified maintenance. Read more
LONG RANGE DISCRIMINATION RADAR PASSES PRELIMINARY
DESIGN REVIEW. The Long Range Discrimination Radar that will be
operational in Alaska in 2020 has passed the preliminary design review
phase, hitting a major milestone for the program in less than 18 months from
the contract award in October 2015, Lockheed Martin announced Thursday.
The LRDR is a gallium nitride-based, solid-state active electronically scanned
array radar. Read more
ECONOMY AND FINANCE
TREASURY SECRETARY MNUCHIN: MAJOR TAX REFORM PLAN
COMING 'VERY SOON'. "Whether health care gets done or health care
doesn't get done, we're going to get tax reform done," Mnuchin said, speaking
at a policy conference hosted by the Institute of International Finance. While
the secretary has more recently backed away from meeting his own August
deadline, Mnuchin's comments on Thursday reinforced his own commitment to
finalize an overhaul of U.S. tax policy in 2017. Read more
GOP PLAN TO ERASE OBAMA-ERA WALL STREET RULES IS MORE
GENEROUS THAN EVEN BANKS ASKED FOR. House Republicans are
launching an aggressive effort to undo regulations put in place under
President Barack Obama to rein in Wall Street, potentially offering the industry
sweeping relief from dozens of rules. The nearly 600-page draft legislation,
known as the Financial Choice Act 2.0, takes aim at several critical portions of
2010’s Dodd-Frank Act, including weakening the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau and ditching rules that restrict banks’ ability to make risky
financial bets. Read more

MORTGAGE RATES REMAIN IN MONTH-LONG SLIDE, FALLING TO
LOWEST LEVELS IN FIVE MONTHS. Mortgage rates continue their monthlong swoon, sinking to their lowest levels in five months. According to the
latest data released Thursday by Freddie Mac, the 30-year fixed-rate average
tumbled to 3.97 percent with an average 0.5 point. (Points are fees paid to a
lender equal to 1 percent of the loan amount.) Read more
ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT
ANTARCTICA’S MASSIVE LAKES, RIVERS AND STREAMS COULD HELP
US UNDERSTAND RISING SEA LEVELS. Antarctica isn’t a huge, static
block of ice where very little goes on. For the first time, scientists are getting a
sense of just how active the continent’s extensive network of lakes, rivers, and
streams is. These bodies of water have existed for decades on Antarctica, and
their meltwater affects the stability of the ice shelf underneath. That, in turn,
has important implications for sea level rise. Read more
THE LIGHT OF THIS DISTANT SUPERNOVA WAS WARPED AND SPLIT
IN FOUR WAYS BY A PASSING GALAXY. The explosive death of a star is
an incredible event, but not an unusual one for astronomers to observe. But
now, for the first time, scientists have spotted a star’s death — known as a
supernova — in an unprecedented way: the light from a distant explosion was
warped on its way to Earth by a galaxy that got in the way. This warping
magnified the supernova’s light and even split the explosion into four different
images. It’s a unique find that could tell us more about the structure of our
Universe. Read more
APPLE WILL STOP RELYING ON MINING FOR MINERALS ‘ONE DAY’.
Apple is taking steps to end its reliance on mining for the materials that it uses
in its devices, becoming the first big tech company to commit to using only
recycled metals, rare earths and other minerals. The company outlined its aim
to stop digging up new resources in its latest Environmental Responsibility
Report (PDF), released today. In the document, Apple says that it plans to
“one day” move to a closed-loop manufacturing system (in which it can get all
the metals and rare earths it needs from recycle and reuse programs), but that
it’s not entirely sure how to get to that point. Read more

TECHNOLOGY
INTEL'S NEXT-GENERATION SSD TECHNOLOGY IS FINALLY READY
AND IT'S REALLY, REALLY FAST. Intel and Micron Technology have been
working on a new-generation memory technology since about 2012. It's called
3D XPoint (not to be confused with 3D NAND), and it's absurdly fast. A good
way to think of it is as a compromise between the speed of DRAM and the
capacity of traditional flash storage. Unlike RAM, 3D XPoint is non-volatile
(doesn't lose what it's storing when the power is off), and it's about four times
denser. Read more
FACEBOOK’S AUGMENTED REALITY ENGINE BRINGS AI RIGHT TO
YOUR PHONE. When Hussein Mehanna showed off a new incarnation of
Facebook’s Big Blue App back in November, it seemed a tiny improvement—
at least on the surface. The app could transform a photo from your cousin’s
wedding into a Picasso or a Van Gogh or a Warhol, a bit of extra fun for your
social media day. Read more
A SEEMINGLY SIMPLE TWEAK UNLOCKS GOOGLE HOME’S FULL
POTENTIAL. Voice-powered speakers like Amazon Echo and Google Home have
carved out a place on kitchen counters and nightstands in countless homes. What
makes their immense popularity all the more remarkable is that they’ve achieved it
without a key feature: Knowing exactly who’s talking. That changes with Google
Home’s introduction of support for multiple accounts. Read more
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TOP STORIES
TRUMP WARNS THAT ‘MAJOR, MAJOR CONFLICT’ WITH NORTH
KOREA IS POSSIBLE. President Trump warned Thursday of the possibility
of a “major, major conflict” with North Korea, in an interview in which he said
he was seeking a diplomatic solution to concerns that Pyongyang was
preparing to conduct another nuclear test. In the interview with Reuters, Mr.
Trump praised President Xi Jinping of China for his efforts to resolve the
dispute over North Korea’s missile and nuclear weapons programs, but he
cautioned that diplomatic efforts might fail. Read more
POPE FRANCIS ARRIVES IN EGYPT ON HISTORIC VISIT. Pope Francis
has landed in Cairo to promote "unity and fraternity" among Muslims and the
embattled Christian minority that has suffered a series of attacks in the Arab
world's most populous country. The 80-year-old touched down at Cairo airport
on Friday before he was ushered in a car to meet Egyptian President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi. Read more
ARKANSAS EXECUTES KENNETH WILLIAMS, 4TH INMATE IN 8 DAYS.

Arkansas executed its fourth inmate in eight days, ending a frantic schedule as
the state's supply of lethal injection drugs expires at the end of April. Kenneth
Williams, 38, was initially sentenced to life in prison for the 1998 killing of
Dominique Hurd, a university cheerleader. He was later convicted of capital
murder after he escaped from prison in 1999 and killed Cecil Boren. Read
more
MIKE FLYNN’S RT HEADACHE WON’T GO AWAY. At the center of Mike
Flynn's problems with Congress, and now the Pentagon, is the money he
received from RT, the Kremlin-financed cable TV news channel. In December
2015, the man who was briefly President Trump's national security adviser got
$45,000 plus expenses for attending a gala dinner in Moscow and giving an
interview. Details of the contract didn't become available until after he resigned
in February. Read more
CRITICS BLAST U.S. SHIPMENT OF FIGHTER JETS TO ISRAEL. Israel
received three F-35 stealth fighter jets from the United States at the weekend a new generation of "near-invisible" planes that critics fear will free the
country's hand to launch air strikes and spying operations against neighboring
states undetected. In total, Israel has bought 50 F-35s from manufacturer
Lockheed Martin, and claims it will have the first squadron combat-ready
before the end of the year. Read more
TALIBAN ANNOUNCE SPRING OFFENSIVE 1 WEEK AFTER
AFGHANISTAN MASSACRE. The Taliban in Afghanistan announced plans
to ramp up military attacks on both Afghan and coalition security forces as part
of a new spring offensive. News of the planned tactics, released in an email
statement by a Taliban spokesman, followed a Taliban attack on forces at an
army base on April 21 that killed at least 140 soldiers. Read more
NORTH KOREA THE FOCUS AS REX TILLERSON CHAIRS U.N.
SECURITY COUNCIL MEETING. The growing threat of nuclear North Korea
will be the focus on Friday as Secretary of State Rex Tillerson chairs a special
meeting of the United Nations Security Council. It will cap a week of highprofile engagements for the Trump administration, intended to signal a
willingness to exhaust all economic and diplomatic options to denuclearize
North Korea before pursuing a military solution. Read more

ADMINISTRATION
THE WHITE HOUSE’S INVISIBLE MAN. In the first 99 days of Donald
Trump’s drama-filled presidency, one prominent administration official seems
to have done the impossible. Vice President Mike Pence has delicately
sidestepped the infighting, scandals and staff shakeups that have dragged
down many of Trump’s aides, instead taking his cues from the president as he
shapes one of the most consequential jobs in the world. Read more
POLL: MORE TRUST TRUMP WH THAN POLITICAL MEDIA. U.S. adults
trust President Trump’s White House more than the national political media,
according to a poll released Friday. Thirty-seven percent trust the White
House versus 29 percent who favor the political media in the Morning Consult
survey. Read more
EVALUATING TRUMP’S FIRST 100 DAYS — BY THE NUMBERS.
Tomorrow brings us the 100th day of President Trump's time in office, and
we've already looked at the polls, the level of activity, and what it all means. In
addition, we have a new quote that might sum up these first three-plus
months: "I thought [this job] would be easier," the president told Reuters. Yet
here's another way to look at Trump's 100 days — strictly by the numbers:
Read more
CONGRESS
MCCARTHY: HOUSE TO VOTE ON NORTH KOREAN SANCTIONS NEXT
WEEK. Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy said the House will vote on sanctions
against North Korea next week in response to the nation's continued nuclear
weapons testing. "The time for waiting on North Korea to get its act together is
over," he said in a statement released Thursday. Read more
FREEDOM CAUCUS CHAIR: TRUMP ‘JUST A FEW’ VOTES SHORT ON
HEALTH CARE BILL. President Donald Trump is just a few votes shy of
having enough votes to pass his Obamacare replacement bill through the
House, North Carolina Rep. Mark Meadows said on Friday. “Obviously we
would have loved a vote in the first 100 days,” Meadows, the chairman of the
conservative House Freedom Caucus, said on MSNBC’s “Morning Joe.” Read
more

SANDERS: TRUMP TAX PLAN ‘TOTALLY ABSURD’. Sen. Bernie Sanders
(I-Vt.) on Friday tore into President Trump’s tax proposal, calling the plan
“totally absurd.” “What concerns me right now, I have to tell you sitting here in
the Congress, is these incredible tax breaks that President Trump and the
Republican leadership are proposing,” Sanders said on “CBS This Morning”.
Read more
POLITICS
STATE DEPARTMENT WANTS TO CLEAR NIKKI HALEY’S REMARKS
BEFORE SHE SPEAKS. The United States ambassador to the United
Nations, Nikki R. Haley, has often been the first, most outspoken member of
the Trump administration to weigh in on key foreign policy issues, on
everything from military strikes on Syria to sanctions against Russia and how
to approach human rights. Read more
SESSIONS: SOME JUDGES ARE ‘USING THE LAW TO ADVANCE AN
AGENDA’. The 9th Circuit Court of Appeals is “not above being talked about”
by President Donald Trump, especially given the reputation that particular
circuit has earned for too often wading outside of judicial norms, Attorney
General Jeff Sessions said Friday. Trump and other White House officials
have not held back in their criticism of the 9th circuit, the San Francisco-based
appeals court that has twice ruled against the Trump administration. Read
more
DEMS STRUGGLE WITH ABORTION LITMUS TEST. Democrats are
grappling over whether support for abortion rights should be a litmus test for
candidates as the party seeks to rebuild from its devastating 2016 defeat. The
internal debate spilled out into the open last week when the Democratic
National Committee (DNC) faced a firestorm. Read more
DEFENSE AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS
ARMY TO HOLD FLIGHT DEMO TO DEVELOP NEXT-GEN UNMANNED
AIRCRAFT. Nearly mirroring its approach to examine the art of the possible
for a Future Vertical Lift aircraft, the U.S. Army plans to conduct a science and
technology-level demonstration of a next-generation tactical unmanned aircraft

system that would replace the Shadow and the Gray Eagle. Read more
AFTER DAMASCUS BLASTS, ISRAEL INTERCEPTS 'TARGET' FROM
SYRIA. An apparent Israeli missile attack on a Syrian military installation near
Damascus International Airport shook the capital early on Thursday morning
and raised tensions between the two hostile neighbors. After nightfall, the
Israeli military deployed its Patriot missile defense system to intercept a
projectile incoming from Syria above the Golan Heights. Read more
WILL THE CHAIRMAN TURN? CHINA CONTEMPLATES ITS NORTH
KOREA POLICY. With North Korea recently threatening a nuclear strike on
Australia, the Communist Party of China's ability to shift gears on the Korean
issue comes into stark focus. When U.S. President Donald Trump told his
Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping over chocolate cake that he was launching
airstrikes on a Syrian airfield, Chinese observers immediately read it as a
message to Xi with implications for North Korea. Read more
ECONOMY AND FINANCE
U.K. GROWTH FALLS TO JUST 0.3%. IS MORE PAIN ON THE WAY? The
quarter-on-quarter growth rate was the worst in a year, and a major slowdown
from the 0.7% expansion posted in the final quarter of 2016. It was also a
weaker performance than economists had forecast. The Office of National
Statistics said that slower growth resulted from weaker retail sales, and
reduced spending on key consumer items including hotel rooms and
transportation. Read more
1Q GROWTH WEAKEST IN THREE YEARS AS CONSUMER SPENDING
FALTERS. The U.S. economy grew at its weakest pace in three years in the
first quarter as consumer spending barely increased and businesses invested
less on inventories, in a potential setback to President Donald Trump's
promise to boost growth. Gross domestic product increased at a 0.7 percent
annual rate also, as the government further cut defense spending, the
Commerce Department said on Friday in its advance estimate. Read more
WELLS FARGO ACCOUNT SCAM TARGETED UNDOCUMENTED
IMMIGRANTS, LAWSUIT CLAIMS. Wells Fargo employees were instructed
to "round up" immigrants in the country illegally, corral them into a branch

office, and cajole them into opening bank accounts, new court filings claim. In
a series of sworn statements filed Wednesday detailing the latest allegations
of the embattled bank's account-sales scandal, Wells Fargo employees from
multiple states say they were ordered to target undocumented workers at
construction sites, factories, and a 7-Eleven. Read more
ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT
PLASTIC-EATING CATERPILLARS COULD HELP GET RID OF THE
WORLD’S WASTE. Plastic is fantastic. It’s cheap, durable and doesn’t react
to the usual organisms that break down organic matter. This has made it
incredibly useful for the packaging industry, but has also led to mountains of
waste, like the trillion plastic bags dumped in landfills annually. Now, though,
the fight against plastic might have an unexpected ally: a type of caterpillar
called the wax worm that loves to chow down on plastic bags. Read more
HALF OF ALL SPECIES ARE ON THE MOVE—AND WE'RE FEELING IT .
The shrubs probably responded first. In the 19th century, alder and flowering
willows in the Alaskan Arctic stood no taller than a small child—just a little over
three feet. But as temperatures warmed with fossil fuel emissions, and
growing seasons lengthened, the shrubs multiplied and prospered. Today
many stand over six feet. Read more
BIG, YOUNG POWER PLANTS ARE CLOSING. IS IT A NEW TREND?
Many of the U.S. coal plants retired in recent years were geezers by industry
standards. They trended old and small, and ran a fraction of the time. But in a
vexing sign for the industry, those in the next round of retirements are
decidedly middle-aged. Utilities have announced plans to close at least five
coal plants since the start of the year. Of those, four boast a generating
capacity greater than 1,000 megawatts, and all were built after 1970. Read
more
TECHNOLOGY
APPLE’S SELF-DRIVING LEXUS TEST VEHICLE SPOTTED IN SILICON
VALLEY. Apple earlier this month received a permit to start testing selfdriving car technology in California, and now the first video of the iPhone
maker’s test vehicle has been spotted. The car, a white Lexus RX450h

crossover, was spotted by a driver somewhere in the Silicon Valley area, and
the footage was then passed along to Bloomberg News. Read more
HOW TO STREAM LIVE TELEVISION WITHOUT PAYING FOR CABLE.
Live television is not over. What’s over is having 14,000 impossible-tonavigate channels and a remote you need a PhD to operate, all tied to a giant
overheating box that hasn’t been redesigned since the Clinton administration.
All that old junk is being replaced by a handful of internet-first services that
combine the best of live, on-demand and streaming television. Read more
UBER REALLY SERIOUSLY PROMISES FLYING CARS BY 2020. Uber is
more than fly-curious about taking ridesharing to the air. The company
announced Tuesday that it plans to roll out a network of flying cars in DallasFort Worth and, of course, Dubai by 2020. If that sounds ambitious, you
possess a basic understanding of the challenges involved here. Read more

